Tech Tips
Service Call:
Performing a Flow Test on a Valve
Assembly
Tools Required:
Basic Hand Tools
Calibrated Flow Meter Rated for the
Proper Flow
Oil Drain Pan
Model(s):
All Terex Models with Open Center
Systems
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Tech Tip Safety Rules
Danger
Failure to obey the instructions and safety rules in the appropriate
Operator's Manual and Service Manual for your machine will result in
death or serious injury. Many of the hazards identified in the operator’s
manual are also safety hazards when maintenance and repair
procedures are performed.
Do Not Perform Maintenance Unless:
• You are trained and qualified to perform maintenance on this
machine.
• You read, understand and obey:
o manufacturer’s instructions and safety rules
o employer’s safety rules and worksite regulations
o applicable governmental regulations
• You have the appropriate tools, lifting equipment and a suitable
workshop.
The information contained in this tech tip is a supplement to the service
manual. Consult the appropriate service manual of your machine for
safety rules and hazards.
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Introduction

A flow test is performed on a Valve Assembly to
determine if it has the proper flow to operate the
boom or tool efficiently.
All Terex models have a specific Gallons per
Minute (GPM) requirement needed for the boom
to operate efficiently. Check the Quick
Reference guide in the unit specific manual to
determine the correct flow for the specific unit.
There are many different types and sizes of flow
meters. A proper flow meter will consist of a
calibrated meter, calibrated pressure gauge, and
a manual shut-off.
Make sure the flow meter can handle the
maximum output flow and pressure of the
machine to be tested.
Pressures and flows can be found in the Quick
Reference section of the unit specific
maintenance manual
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Step 1

Make sure the unit is turned OFF and positioned
in a suitable location.

Step 2

Close the gate valve(s) on the
suction line and the return line
(if installed).

Step 3

There may be a plug located on the return filter
housing. Remove this plug to allow air into the
return line to prevent syphoning
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Step 4

Determine where in the system the flow meter
should be installed.
• Tool valve to check/set tool flow for the tool
circuit
• Digger valve to see if the Digger head is
getting the proper flow.

Step 5

Install the flow meter in line with the inlet or
outlet of a valve assembly to see if the proper
flow is getting to or out of the valve assembly.
Or
In the work ports of a valve section to see if the
proper flow is going to that valve’s function.
• At this point the flow meter should be
installed after the relief cartridge
Escaping fluid under pressure can penetrate skin causing
serious injury.
Relieve pressure before disconnecting hydraulic lines. Keep
away from leaks and pin holes. Use a piece of cardboard or
paper to search for leaks. Do not use your hand.
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Step 6

No matter where it is installed make sure flow
meter is installed properly so the flow in the
meter is going in the right direction. Flow meters
will have an inlet and outlet that are labeled.

Step 7

With flow meter installed in the desired location,
make sure the shut off valve on the flow meter is
secured in the open position.

Step 8

Reinstall the plug in the filter housing.
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Step 9

Make sure the gate valve(s) are secured in the
open position.

Before operating the unit open the shut off valves and plug
any ports removed. Failure to open shut off valves can
damage the pump or blow the pump or hoses.

Step 10

Start the engine and engage the PTO. Activate
the 2-speed (if equipped).

Step 11

Operate unit to bring the hydraulic fluid to
normal operating temperature.
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Step 12

If the Flow Meter is installed in line with the
valve assembly record the reading on the flow
meter.
Pressures and flows can be found in the Quick
Reference section of the unit specific
maintenance manual
Using the following chart taken from an XT Pro
manual, the flow at idle is 5 GPM and with 2speed activated it should be 8 GPM
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The following example is for checking tool
flow for an XT Pro:
• Install the flow meter in the tool valve work
ports.
• Shift the tool valve handle to operate the
tools. According to the manual above, the
flow meter should show 5 GPM on the
gauge.
• Slowly turn the shut-off valve on the flow
meter in the off position to increase the back
pressure. The pressure gauge on the flow
meter will start to rise and the flow may start
to drop.
If the shut off is closed, the pressure setting for
the tool circuit is shown. In this example, it
should show 2250 psi.
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If the shut off valve on the flow meter is closed,
the system/circuit relief cartridge should open
allowing oil to return to tank and the gauge on
the flow meter will read system/circuit pressure.
If the pressure gauge on the flow meter exceeds
the recommended pressure setting, STOP and
check system pressure and adjust if needed.
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